Abstract-Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation is one of the major barriers to accurate ranging and positioning based on time of arrival (TOA) in the application of an ultra wideband (UWB) system. This paper proposes a new method for NLOS identification and mitigation based on signal characteristic analysis and fuzzy theory. This method neither requires to build a statistical model nor to create and update a training database, so that it can be used conveniently for different application scenarios. Extensive experiments were conducted and the results show that the cumulative distribution function of the ranging error below 0.5 meter is over 90% when using the proposed mitigation method, while that without using the mitigation method is below 70%. Also, by using the proposed method, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the range measurements is reduced from 0.77 to 0.33 meter. The results demonstrate that this method can effectively identify NLOS and mitigate the NLOS-induced ranging error.
INTRODUCTION
Although UWB technology owns the ability of penetrating obstructions, such as concrete, brick, glass and wood, the penetration leads to that signal is delayed and decayed considerably. As a consequence, in the complex indoor environment where the NLOS propagation occurs, the ranging and thus positioning accuracy based on time measurement is degraded significantly. To mitigate the influence of NLOS and hence improve positioning accuracy, different methods have been proposed in the literature for NLOS identification and error mitigation. In [1] the main NLOS identification techniques are classified into three categories, namely range estimation-based methods, channel statistics-based methods and position estimation-based methods. Meanwhile, NLOS error mitigation techniques are divided into statistics-based methods and direct path estimation-based methods. Channel statistics-based methods for NLOS identification produce better performance compared to other methods [1] . The methods usually use hypothesis testing or classification theory for NLOS identification based on channel impulse response (CIR) characteristics. The main drawback of current statistics-based methods is that these methods are commonly developed under idealized conditions or it is required to build and frequently update a large training database. Reference [2] proposes a non-parametric machine learning technique to perform NLOS identification and mitigation. Since statistical characteristics of LOS and NLOS channels are not required, the method can be used under a common framework. However, extensive work is needed to update the training database in order to ensure accurate identification, leading to increased labor cost and reduced usability. This paper proposes a new method for NLOS identification and mitigation based on signal characteristic analysis. The main innovations and advantages of the proposed method are: (i) the factors resulting in NLOS propagation in practical applications are categorized as a number of typical representatives; (ii) the influence of NLOS on ranging is considered as a combination of respective effects of different factors; (iii) model modification is not needed once a model is built; (iv) the complexity and time consumption is much smaller compared to other range-based methods. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, signal characteristics under NLOS conditions are analyzed. In section III, the proposed method is deduced and described. In section IV, an experiment is conducted to verify the proposed method, and finally, a conclusion is drawn in section V.
II. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS UNDER NLOS PROPAGATION CONDITIONS
In this section, waveforms and CIRs in time domain under different propagation conditions are analyzed based on measurements made by P410 RCM. The P410 RCM is a multi-purpose platform based on UWB technology that can be used for peer-to-peer distance measurement, data communication, and CIR measurement. The P410 RCM uses two-way time-of-flight (TW-TOF) to accurately measure the distance between two units [3] . During each range measurement, two types of scan data of the pulse waveform are provided, which are a short scan of 350 points of data and a full scan of 1632 points of data [3] . The scan information can be used to investigate the CIR around the direct path and make conclusions about the range or channel multipath content. Fig.1 and Fig.2 show the received waveforms and corresponding CIRs from six different propagation conditions, namely outdoor LOS, indoor LOS, propagating around a corner of a corridor, penetrating through a wood door, an iron door and a concrete wall. All waveforms are recorded by the same devices. In the case of outdoor LOS, we can find that the recorded waveform is similar with the original waveform (which can be found from: http://www.timedomain.com/). While recorded waveforms in other cases change more dramatically. The signal amplitudes are obviously reduced under NLOS propagation conditions, except for the case of penetrating through a wood door, compared to those of LOS propagation conditions. The most serious variation is observed in propagating around a corner and through-the-iron-door cases. The noise level under LOS conditions are low and stable, but it changes significantly under NLOS conditions except for the through-the-wood-door case. This is because the refracted and scattered signals from the surface or edge of obstruction arrive at the receiver with different time delays. Fig. 3 displays the abnormality of waveform induced by penetrating through an iron door. Due to the presence of an iron door, the amplitudes of waveform are reduced and distorted greatly. Fig. 4 shows three received waveforms penetrating through three different iron doors in the same building. It turns out that the received waveforms are very similar when penetrating through the same type of obstructions Figure 2 . CIRs of received waveforms (the conversion between CIR and waveform is accomplished using CLEAN algorithm, threshold=25dB).
1 For a real scenario, the used doors commonly have little difference although they may come from different manufacturers. 2 The amplitude denotes the signal strength relative to that of the first arriving signal. 
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview of the Proposed Method
NLOS propagation occurs when the signal propagation path is blocked by obstructions. Indoors, the common obstructions include wall, door, furniture, and pedestrian. Although there are differences among ranging errors caused by different obstructions, the fundamental cause leading to ranging errors under various conditions is two-fold, power decay and time delay. Therefore we can broadly classify common factors resulting in NLOS as a number of typical representatives which are penetration through an iron door, a wood door and a concrete wall, propagation around a corner, and interfering from pedestrians. The ranging errors and the CIR caused by each type of obstructions can be collected in advance. Then, the factors causing NLOS can be identified by analyzing the characteristics of a specific CIR, and the corresponding ranging measurements can be corrected using the collected priori ranging errors 3 . Actually NLOS propagation is not introduced by only one factor, but several factors simultaneously. For instance, signal may penetrate through a concrete wall as well as a wood board, or be disturbed by pedestrians and furniture simultaneously. It is inaccurate to treat multiple obstructions as a single one. Hence, for a typical NLOS propagation scenario, it is reasonable to consider that the ranging error results from the total effect of several factors. In the proposed method, a comprehensive evaluation model based on fuzzy theory is used in both NLOS identification and mitigation stages.
B. Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Model
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model consists of three basic elements: (i) factor set:
where represents a factor that needs to be considered in making the judgment; (ii) judgement set: (2) where is a potential judgment; (iii) fuzzy mapping [4] : (3) where is the fuzzy mapping from to , is the nonempty fuzzy sets of , and is one row of matrix , which indicates the fuzzy relation between and as (4) where represents the probability that judgment belong to based on .
Fuzzy theory argues that it is unnecessary to judge a result either positive or negative. Instead, the judgment can be seen as a fuzzy set of as (5) where represents the probability that the judgment belongs to .
Assuming a fuzzy set of factor set is (6) where represents the degree of influence of factor on judgment, and is the nonempty fuzzy sets of . The comprehensive evaluation result can be obtained by a fuzzy transformation as in (7) where " " indicates the operation defined as in (8) here, is the operation of selecting the smaller number, while chooses the larger number.
C. NLOS Identification and Compensation
Signal quality is commonly described by metrics of energy of the received signal, maximum amplitude, rise time (RT), RMS delay spread, kurtosis, skewness, and SNR [2] , [5] . In our method, SNR, RT, RMS delay spread, kurtosis and skewness are used to identify NLOS based on following reasons: (i) RMS delay spread increases when more multipath components are included in received signal [5] , [6] ; (ii) signal channel's structure does not change appreciably over short distances, but drastic variation arises when there is an increase in the number of intervening obstructions [6] , [7] ; (iii) the energy, when signal penetrates through obstructions, will be seriously decayed, but noise increases inversely. These chosen metrics are calculated as in (9)-(13) [2] , [5] .
(i) Kurtosis: (9) (ii) skewness: Firstly, the factor set and determination set are built as (14) where respectively represent RMS delay spread, kurtosis, skewness, RT and SNR, and respectively represent the five hypothetical typical propagation conditions, namely iron door, wood door, concrete wall, pedestrian, and corner. In a specific application, the elements in are chosen according to the representative propagation conditions in the actual environment. Assume that the degree of influence of each factor on judgment is .
Then, collect the priori values of CIR characteristics and ranging errors under the five propagation conditions. Later, for a specific measured CIR with , the probability that belongs to denoted by is calculated as (16) where , , , and denote the probabilities that belongs to determined by individual factors respectively. Specifically, is calculated by (17) where stands for the value of RMS delay spread of the priori CIR. , , and are calculated in the same way.
Likewise, the probability that belongs to other cases can be obtained as , , and . By normalization, the comprehensive evaluation result can be obtained as (18) Lastly, range measurements can be corrected by (19) where and are the measured and corrected range respectively, and , , , and are priori errors under the different propagation conditions. Each priori error under a certain propagation condition is determined by averaging multiple ranging errors in different locations 4 . The method is rough but rational because the ranging error is mainly relative with the thickness, material and humidity of the obstruction, and that these factors are nearly identical for the same type of obstructions in a certain environment [8] , [9] .
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
The experiment was conducted on the first floor of the twelfth student lodge within Wuhan University, Wuhan, China. That is a rather complex indoor environment, containing hallway, wall, corridor, toilet, laundry and room in addition to bed and cabinet. The experiment consists of two stages. In the first stage, priori values of signal characteristic and errors under different propagation conditions were collected. In the second stage, nineteen differ-ent locations under NLOS conditions and five different locations under LOS conditions were selected and data were recorded. All measured ranges are within 10 meters because of being limited by environment. The distribution of test locations is shown in Fig. 5 .
In the first stage, we divided propagation conditions into five categories, namely indoor LOS, propagating around a corner, through-the-door, through-the-wall, and interfering by pedestrians, and range measurements were collected at five typical locations for each condition. Each range was measured 100 times repeatedly, hence 100 CIRs and ranging errors were recorded. Based on these recorded CIRs, we calculate the priori values of SNR, RT, kurtosis, skewness and RMS delay spread, then a group of priori CIR characteristic and a priori error are obtained for each location after averaging 100 values.
In the identification stage, similarity between the measured CIR and the collected CIRs beforehand can be obtained with formula (16). After normalization, if the similarity between the measured CIR and that of the priori CIR under LOS condition is more than 0.7, LOS is assumed and nothing is compensated; otherwise it is considered as NLOS. When NLOS is assumed, the compensation is equal to the ranging error caused by propagation under a single condition if the similarity between them is greater than 0.7; Otherwise the compensation is calculated by weighing the priori errors under various propagation conditions by formula (19). Note that we abandon the measured ranges if the similarity between the measured CIR and the priori CIRs under LOS and that when propagating around a corner conditions both are less than 0.3.
B. Results and Analysis
The CIR characteristics of five groups of measurements under the condition of propagating around a corner are shown in table I. It can be seen that the differences between different measurements for the same characteristic is marginal. Averaging the values of five groups, the mean values of characteristic factors under five propagation conditions are shown in table II. It is clear that the differences between different propagation conditions for SNR, RT, kurtosis, skewness and RMS delay spread are similar. So we set the degree of influence of different factors as same, namely 0.2. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the distribution and empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of ranging errors before and after identification and compensation. We can see that most of original ranging errors are above one meter, even up to 2.5 meters. The ranging errors after compensation are almost always below one meter, and over 90% is below 0.5 meter. Actu- ally, the number of compensated ranging errors is smaller than that of original ranging errors in Fig.6 . That is because the measurements are abandoned if the similarity between the measured CIR and the priori CIRs under LOS and propagating around a corner conditions both are less than 0.3. Table III and Table IV show the RMSE, mean and standard deviation of measured ranges before and after compensation. The results show that the RMSE can be reduced from 0.77 to 0.33 meter, reduced by 57.1%. The standard deviation of ranging errors after compensation is reduced by 54.2%, implying that the difference among ranging errors is smaller. In our experiment, the success rate of identifying NLOS is not analyzed because the measurement may be considered as NLOS once the CIR is identified with abnormalities, although the measurement is performed under LOS condition and CIR is interfered by other reasons such as multipath. V. CONCLUSION This paper proposed a method for NLOS identification and mitigation for UWB range measurements based on CIR analysis and fuzzy theory. Experimental results demonstrated the proposed method owns a good ability of identifying the quality of ranging. The ranging error below 0.5 meter is over 90% after compensation, while that before compensation is below 70%, and the RMSE of measured ranges can be reduced from 0.77 to 0.33 meter. However, the capability of this method is limited to the chosen representative propagation conditions. Future work will focus on improving the compensation capability of this method and comparing the performance of this method to other state-of-the-art methods.
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